Style of Gravity presents: Crossing the Lines

The movie adventure of the year – pure road trip feeling. Travel with SOG from Canada to Mexico through the most beautiful areas of the North American continent. Crossing the Lines is an all new movie concept which impressively combines extreme sports, adventure and lifestyle. 

On October 21st 2005 at 7 p.m. the world premiere of Crossing the Lines was taking place at the Annenhof UCI Movie Theatre in Graz, Austria.

The movie tells the story of three young men who take the step of escaping everyday life to experience the ultimate adventure. 
Ten-thousand miles of road-tripping from the snow-covered peaks in Canada, down to the sandy beaches of Mexico, set the stage for this exciting film. Their route leads them through the most beautiful, breathtaking and remote regions of the North American continent, offering them the perfect playground for their extreme sports passion. New and unique camera angles, as well as insight to the athletes’ private lives and emotions, make this movie an extraordinary viewing experience. An amazing world record flight with the paraglider, party nights in Las Vegas and the sudden appearance of the mysterious surfer Neil guarantee additional action and entertainment.

„This movie is something completely new!“, say the three young styrian filmmakers: Armin Buchroithner, Christoph Hoerner and Stefan Ribitsch. „The combination of extreme sports – in this case climbing, surfing and paragliding – beautiful landscape shots, adventure, lifestyle, acting and surreal elements make this movie extremely interesting and worth seeing. Apart from this, its diversity is appealing to a wide-spread target group. We want to entertain, give the audience the possibility to break out for at least the duration of the film and motivate them to get out there and be active themselves.“

Crossing the Lines is 68 minutes long and was shot during three months in North America.
Crossing the Lines is available on DVD.
For more information please visit: www.styleofgravity.com
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